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CONSTRUYENDO LA PATRIA NUEVA
HACEMOS LA MUJER NUEVA

ASOCIACION DE MUJERES NICARAGUENSES
LUISA AMANDA ESPINOZA
PLACES THE U.S. HAS BOMBED
SINCE W.W. II
WHERE ARE THEY?

OVER 40,000 DISAPPEARED IN GUATEMALA

FINDING
The International Campaign To Free Individuals Disappeared In Guatemala
¡VIVOS LOS QUEREMOS!

GUATEMALA

EQUIPO DE APOYO SINDICAL

Campaña Internacional por el aparecimiento de los sindicalistas guatemaltecos detenidos - desaparecidos
YOUR COUNTRY NEEDS YOU
I WANT YOU
FOR U.S. ARMY
NEAREST RECRUITING STATION
Ты записался добровольцем?
UNCLE GEORGE WANTS YOU to forget Failing Banks, Education, Drugs, AIDS, poor health care, unemployment, Crime, Racism, Corruption... AND Have A GOOD WAR
STOP THE WAR IN VIETNAM NOW!
TWO YEARS OF WAR AND OCCUPATION

U.S. OUT OF IRAQ NOW

March 19/20, 2005: International Days of Action

Endless War & Repression? NOT IN OUR NAME

www.notinourname.net
WAR IS GOOD BUSINESS

INVEST YOUR SON
ابدا مرة أخرى

(never again)
AMERIKA IS DEVOURING ITS CHILDREN
War is not healthy for children and other living things.
The Children of Vietnam

Photographs and Text by William F. Pepper

Preface by Dr. Benjamin Spock

A

As American soldiers are killed or wounded in the war in Vietnam, this poignant photo essay by William Pepper raises questions about our actions and responsibilities. This essay is a reminder of the human cost of war.

Photography by William F. Pepper

Text by William F. Pepper

Preface by Dr. Benjamin Spock

Some of the photos are shocking and disturbing, but they are necessary to bring attention to the suffering of the Vietnam people. The text is informative and well-written, providing a deeper understanding of the situation.

The Children of Vietnam

Photographs and Text by William F. Pepper

Preface by Dr. Benjamin Spock

Some of the photos are shocking and disturbing, but they are necessary to bring attention to the suffering of the Vietnam people. The text is informative and well-written, providing a deeper understanding of the situation.
A Vietnamese mother, herself and her child hungry, begs in the streets, presenting her infant as appeal for aid.

There is the forgotten legion of Vietnamese children in the cities and provincial towns—clinging together desperately in small parks, trying to survive. Usually they have threadbare clothing, and sometimes they go naked; they go unshod for months, perhaps forever; almost none have shoes.
OUR NAPALM
I CAN HOLD NEITHER A DOVE NOR A HAWK IN MY HAND

The Committee of Responsibility is an American voluntary organization composed of physicians, surgeons and laymen. Its mission is the saving of war-burned Vietnamese children. Requests for information and contributions: The Committee of Responsibility, Box 424, Searsdale, New York 10583
Q. And babies?
A. And babies.
got democracy?
10,000 Iraqis killed. 773 US soldiers dead.
This is Nazi brutality

Radio Berlin: --it is officially announced--
All men of Lidice, Czechoslovakia, have been shot.
The women deported to a concentration camp.
The children sent to appropriate centers--the name of the village was immediately abolished.

BP17/42/115P
Solidarność

W SAMO POŁUDNIE
4 CZERWCA 1989
we won in Vietnam, so quickly
Opium production in Afghanistan is completely vanished.
After Saddam’s execution, Iraq is thoroughly in calmness
IL BURQA PIU' PERICOLOSO...

E' QUELLO CHE NON SAI DI INDOSSARE
I SHOULD LIKE TO BE ABLE TO LOVE MY COUNTRY AND STILL LOVE JUSTICE. CAMUS
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I WANT YOU FOR U.S. ARMY
NEAREST RECRUITING STATION
We won in Vietnam, so quickly pium production in Afghanistan is completely vanished. After Saddam’s execution, Iraq is thoroughly in calmness.
STOP IT AMERICA!

StrongArt51@hotmail.com
VIVA la REVOLUCIÓN
crudely were taken to the market to be sold. They are often
compromised by armed robbers.

After surgical operations, a child's mind and
sense of time are disturbed. Children
wound in the美军 - A lack
of mental expression - which
would have been rare just after
the wound, the remains of the
one hundred - killed two.

"An incident in a hospital on exchange,
a refugee camp, one street is the
evidence of relief on operation as a
typical scenario."

children.

...